2019 Daniel Schorr Journalism Prize: Broadcast Certification Form

Please either email to quiana@wbur.org or mail to:
Quiana Scott-Ferguson
WBUR 890 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, MA 02215

Deadline is Monday, March 9, 2020

The undersigned hereby certifies the following:

1. S/he holds the position of general manager (or equivalent title), program director, news director or web editor of a public radio station or broadcast organization qualified to receive funds from the Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB);

2. The work described below, which is submitted for the Daniel Schorr Journalism Prize by the journalist identified below, was broadcast or published digitally on a public radio station qualified to receive funds from the CPB; and,

3. The work submitted is substantially the work of the journalist identified below.

Journalist’s name ______________________________________________________________

Title of work _________________________________________________________________

Date of broadcast _____________________________________________________________

Radio station that broadcast the work ___________________________________________

Signature of officer ___________________________________________________________ 

Printed name of officer _______________________________________________________

Title of officer _______________________________________________________________ 

Name of officer’s station or broadcast organization ________________________________

Date of signature _____________________________________________________________